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Current state of  EI 

programming for D/HH

� Best Practices in Family-Centered Early Intervention 

for Children Who are Deaf  or Hard of  Hearing: An 

International Consensus Statement

� http://jdsde.oxfordjournals.org/content/18/4/4

29.abstract (link to full article)

� We will reference best practice principles as P# 

(ex: P6 = Principle 6)



Don’t all programs servicing D/HH children 

have both deaf  and hearing staff ?

� Unfortunately, no

� The benefits of  a deaf-hearing team is far-reaching

� …Not only in specialty programs that service D/HH 
children, but in any early intervention program that 
services this population

� Today we will explain just a fraction of  those benefits



Today’s goals…

1) Describe how the benefits of  

having a deaf-hearing team 

circulate between the child, 

family, and the team itself  in an 

early intervention (EI) setting

2) Identify the benefits of  both 

deaf  and hearing perspectives 

when it comes to issues of  

language development, 

cognition, culture, and 

technology

3) Describe the importance of  

open communication and trust 

within a deaf-hearing team



1) The Benefits of  a Deaf-

Hearing Team…

�…for the child:

� Emphasizes both a visual and a 

spoken language (when 

appropriate) are valuable (P3, 6)

� Allows the child to have 

language modeling, assessment, 

and intervention from native 

users of  both languages (P6, 7, 9)



For the child…

� Access to deaf  and hearing professionals best facilitates 

child/family-driven choices about language, because…



For the child…



For the child…



2) For the family…

� Shows how Deaf/hearing team 

members work together (P8)

� Access to native ASL/Deaf  role 

model(s) (P7 +8)

� ASL – play group, home visits

� Deaf  Culture information

� Can share real life experience 

as a D/HH individual



For the family…

� Promotes open-

mindedness and flexibility. 

Goals can change over 

time…(P2)

� Technology-related 

counseling/troubleshootin

g  (P6)

� Assistance in the EI to 

preschool transition



For the family…

� Deaf  and Hearing staff  can create, run, 

and/or monitor program activities, such as:

� Parent support group (P2, 4)

� “Silent breakfast” (or other ASL immersion 

activities)

� ASL classes

� Deaf professional home visits/community 

outings (P2)



Starting conversations…



For the family…



What about a child who does not have 

spoken language goals? 

Is a D/H team still important?

� Hearing staff, like an SLP, offer 
important services and info to children 
& families that do not have spoken 
language goals:

� Remember, SLPs do NOT only focus 
on speech. Remember the LANGUAGE 
part. That can include a knowledge of  
visual language development and pre-
requisite “language ready” behaviors 
(eye contact, gaze shifting, turn taking, 
etc.). 

� Later, SLPs support development of  
early literacy, phonics



When parents see it differently…

� Children may choose a different 
path than the family wants 

� “Sarah”

� “Ian”

� Families must see our 
unified/team perspective

� Sometimes we talk with 
families individually, but we 
make sure we are on the same 
page and sending a consistent 
message so parents aren’t 
confused



3) The Benefits of  a Deaf-Hearing 

Team…FOR the team itself

� We are always learning from each other 

� How….

� We see each other working with children & families

� Meetings 

� Share information from workshops, share our life 
experiences, etc.

� Heart/trust/shared goals with the child’s best interest in 
mind

� It’s all about trust…and cross cultural competence



Honesty, trust, and bias



“role release”

…let it go.

� What is it? 

Trusting in your colleague and his/her 

skills, knowing what you know/don’t know 

and how your colleague can help fill those 

gaps. 

Also: trusting that you are working toward 

a common goal and that you are not the 

only one who makes it work. It means 

inviting the family as an equal partner.

Role release –> “role sharing”



Questions??
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